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Voltage Weak DC Distribution Grids

Tsegay Gebremedhin Hailu, Laurens Mackay, Laura M. Ramirez-Elizondo, and Jan A. Ferreira
DC Systems, Energy Conversion & Storage (DCE&S), Delft University of Technology, Delft, Netherlands

Abstract—This paper describes the behavior of voltage weak DC distribution systems. These systems have relatively small system capacitance. The size of system capacitance, which stores energy, has a considerable effect on the value of fault currents, control complexity, and system reliability. A number of potential definitions of voltage weak DC distribution systems are proposed. These definitions address the main characteristics of voltage weak systems. A small signal model of a general voltage weak DC distribution system is developed in order to observe sufficient conditions for system stability. This is achieved by analyzing the dominant poles. The source converters are modeled as droop-controlled current sources in parallel with their respective terminal capacitors. As constant power loads have incremental negative impedances, which affect the system stability, especially, in voltage weak system, ideal constant power loads with their terminal capacitors are included in the small signal model. A three-node voltage weak DC distribution grid is analyzed, as a case study, by implementing the developed small signal model. The effects on system stability by the values of system capacitance, cable inductance, and cable resistance are investigated using dominant pole placement. Likewise, the influence of proportional-integral regulators and droop coefficients of source converters on the stability of the system is examined. Finally, the three node DC distribution grid is developed in MATLAB/Simulink in order to demonstrate the influence of small capacitance on system stability. Moreover, effect of the rate of change of constant power loads on the system stability is simulated. These results are further compared and verified on a voltage weak DC experimental test bench with a 350 VDC bus voltage.

1. INTRODUCTION

DC distribution grids and microgrids are currently challenging the conventional, bulky AC grid. Recently, application-based research has focused on the development of DC microgrids. These developments include areas such as data centers, naval ships, telecom systems, rural areas, and street lighting [1–5]. The research of DC grids or microgrids on the distribution level has gained momentum in connection with the increased utilization of renewable energy sources. All the research thus far has been based on arguments such as efficiency gain, control simplicity, and the overall decrease in the quantity of required converters and/or conversion.
stages [6]. Although these arguments are perhaps the driving force behind application-based DC microgrid research, the main gain of DC grids over the conventional AC grid is the overall decrease in required copper in conducting lines at the expense of higher DC distribution voltages.

It can be noted that most DC microgrid research is centered on mimicking the behavior of the AC grid. This research is mainly focused on power balancing strategies, supervisory hierarchical control, and optimal power flow analysis [7]. Recently, research has been shifting the focus on exploring different system behaviors, system stability analysis, and dynamics [8].

Current-sharing control techniques of conventional DC microgrids are generally classified into four categories. These are centralized, decentralized, distributed, and hybrid distributed. Table 1 shows a compiled comparison of the power balancing strategies implemented in DC microgrids [7]. Centralized load sharing techniques require a dedicated central controller with a high degree of communication. The controller provides set points for each source by evaluating information that it receives from all sources. Although the load sharing is accurate, a loss in communication can lead to system failure.

Distributed control uses non-time critical and low-degree communication. Participating sources exchange information among each other. Each source gathers information, such as current and terminal voltages of other participating sources. Using an adaptive droop control algorithm, each source updates its set points. With distributed control, a high accuracy of voltage regulation and proportional power sharing can be achieved. The main advantage of this control technique is that a communication failure in one source does not necessarily lead to system failure. Power-based control of DC distribution systems, that uses non-time critical communication for sharing information regarding available stored energy or expected loads, has been investigated [9]. A weakly coupled DC microgrid design approach is presented in [10]. This design approach addresses estimating power set points for coupling converters connected to the bulk grid. It also demonstrates a power setting method for optimal storage utilization.

In a decentralized load sharing technique, there is no communication among participating sources. Load sharing algorithms are implemented in individual converters and are highly affected by the impedance of interconnection cables [11]. Voltage and power sharing accuracy is generally low. Hybrid distributed load sharing technique uses the system voltage as a de facto communication signal. This is nominally referred to as DC Bus Signaling (DBS). As a result, the overall reliability is high; however, voltage accuracy is low in hybrid distributed load sharing.

Generally, all the conventional current sharing control techniques can be implemented via a hierarchical, four-level control strategy [7]. These are inner, primary, secondary, and tertiary control. The inner controls are often voltage and current control techniques that are used to regulate the module’s respective output values. Primary controls deal with droop control of DC sources like PV, battery, AC/DC converters and wind generators in DC microgrid. The secondary control ensures the electrical values (voltages and currents) in microgrids remain within a predefined range. It may, therefore, require communication between different modules and/or a central controller. The tertiary control handles power flow among different microgrids. Different implementation methods of these control levels (especially for the primary and secondary) have been the subject of recent research [17].

The steady-state based control and power sharing techniques of DC microgrids are well studied. The stability analysis of microgrid systems is limited to either small microgrids [18] or large microgrids [13]. Small DC microgrid contains a single source and one/multiple identical loads. Usually, a detailed model of the system elements, which include the source, loads, and interconnecting cable, can be achieved. Therefore, the effect of each element on the system stability can be accurately examined. The source used in the modeling and analysis is the commonly known DC/DC converters such as buck, boost, or buck-boost topology.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Centralized</th>
<th>Decentralized</th>
<th>Distributed</th>
<th>Hybrid Distributed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage regulation: precision</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expandability</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load sharing</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Inaccurate</td>
<td>Precise</td>
<td>Inaccurate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimality</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Impossible</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publications</td>
<td>[12]</td>
<td>[13]</td>
<td>[13, 14]</td>
<td>[15, 16]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1. Comparison of power balancing strategies.
Mostly, constant power loads are used in small DC microgrid for modeling and analysis. This is mainly due the fact that they introduce a negative incremental impedance during system disturbance. However, as the number of sources and loads increases, the system modeling and analysis become more complex and therefore, due to scalability limitation, no conclusions can be drawn for a large DC microgrid.

Therefore, to reduce the complexity of modeling and analysis, sources and loads are usually modeled as ideal in large microgrids. Large microgrids, in definition, include a number of different sources and different loads connected in certain architectures. The effects of cable inductance, cable resistance, and constant power loads on the system stability are studied in these types of microgrids. For instance, a very systematic mathematical analysis is implemented to investigate the effects of cable inductance and resistance on system stability [19]. However, the assumption made on source modeling, that converters have infinite bandwidth, makes the analysis to be impractical. The nature of power electronic converters with limited control bandwidth, and digital and/or analog processing time are mostly neglected. These have a profound influence on the value of system capacitance. This system capacitance value determines voltage dips, rises, or oscillation in the event of a load change or disturbance. Moreover, the use of high value system capacitance in the experiment contradicts the assumption made on source modeling in [19]. The effect of cable inductance and resistance for a cluster of microgrids is examined, and the eigenvalues are extracted from MATLAB [20]. Moreover, the use of high value capacitors, in the experiments provided in these papers, contradicts the assumptions made in the analysis.

Regardless of whether the microgrid is the small or large system, their system behavior is confined to limitations of inertia-full AC microgrids. The high inertia is obtained by adding higher value capacitors. This approach ensures the system behaves as “Voltage Stiff.” The approach is mainly advantageous not only for easy control implementation but also for using the control methods already developed for AC grids [21]. However, the use of large system capacitance leads to a challenging situation of fault detection, isolation, and protection co-ordination in DC microgrids. The currently available AC circuit breakers are used in DC microgrids as the system inertia is relatively high. However, the unavailability of zero-crossing current during a DC fault creates a continuous arcing and longer time is required for arc quenching [22].

This paper proposes Voltage Weak Dc Distribution system (VWDD). The VWDD system utilizes small system capacitance, which leads to an overall low system inertia. However, the use of small capacitance in DC distribution makes the system more prone to system disturbance such as loads changes. Section 2 discusses different approaches to define voltage weak DC distribution. Section 3 presents small signal modeling of a voltage weak DC distribution grid. Section 4 shows a case study for a three-node DC distribution grid. The influences of cable parameters, terminal capacitors, and proportional-integrator (PI) values of converters on the system stability are presented. By observing the dominant pole placements, different system parameters are evaluated for sufficient stability conditions. Sections 5 and 6 demonstrate these concepts on simulation and an experimental setup respectively, and solutions to mitigate effects of the low inertia are shown. Finally, a conclusion is provided.

2. VOLTAGE WEAK DC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS: DEFINITION

In DC systems, inertia is mainly defined by the energy stored in the passive components (capacitors and inductors). The value of capacitance in the system mainly determines the value of the stored inertia. Therefore, systems with large inertia are defined as voltage stiff and systems with small inertia are defined as voltage weak. In converter-dominated DC grids, ideally fast controlled converters can eliminate the need for inertia in DC systems [19]. However, the practical implementation of such a control method, especially in high power converters is very unlikely, at least at this time [23].

VWDD systems have small system capacitance. This implies that they are characterized by low inertia. Systems with low inertia have a low prospective short circuit current. Therefore, voltage weak systems can be defined either from the perspective of inertia or from the perspective prospective short circuit currents. From the former perspective, as most DC distribution grids are converter dominated, voltage weak DC distribution grids can be defined using the converter inertia. The time constants of converters with respect to energy stored in their respective terminal capacitors can be estimated and standardized. For a modular DC distribution grid, the time constant of the modular system can be estimated by acquiring the complete system capacitance. From the latter perspective, the short circuit current to a rated protection device current ratio of each branch in a VWDD system can be defined for the protection device to work properly. This approach, however, requires fast signal measurement.

Therefore, in general, VWDD has three main characteristics. It has low capacitance and low short circuit current. It also requires the implementation of high-bandwidth converter for the system to properly function after a DC fault. However, in order to define the capacitance value, three different definitions are presented as potential approaches. These are converter based, system based and low fault current
based. These approaches are briefly discussed in the next subsections.

2.1. Converter-based Definition

DC distribution grids are expected to be dominated by converters. Sources and loads are connected to the DC distribution grid by power electronics converters. Interconnection among DC distribution grids is currently being implemented by DC/DC converters. Therefore, the output capacitance of these converters play a major role in DC distribution grid system stability.

Defining the inertia of the individual converters provides a general selection criteria of capacitance for converter with a given power in VWDD grid. The size of effective inertia provided by the terminal capacitors of converter is dependent on not only the capacitance value but also the minimum system voltage.

The time for the terminal capacitors of converters to reach the minimum voltage ($V_{min}$) from the nominal voltage ($V_{nom}$) while the rated power of the converters ($P_{rated}$) is drawn is given from the terminal capacitors can be easily estimated. If minimum voltage is $\alpha \%$ of the nominal voltage and $C$ is the capacitance of a converter, the time constant, $\tau$, is given by Eq. (1).

The derivation is presented in Appendix A. This time constant provides critical time information for determining the converter control bandwidth. To avoid system collapse, the time constant of the converter’s controller has to be faster than $\tau$. This definition is dependent on individual converters. This can cause stability issues if the system is not well defined

$$\tau = \frac{(1 - \alpha^2)C}{2P_{rated}}$$

2.2. System-based Definition

Another way of defining a VWDD is using the whole system capacitance to calculate the average time constant of the DC distribution grid. The average time constant $\tau_{ave}$ is expressed as the average of individual converters’ time constants. Equation (2) shows the estimated $\tau_{ave}$ for an allowable voltage change, which is $\alpha \%$ of the $V_{nom}$ for rated converter power $P_{rated}$ and respective capacitance, $C_n$, of each converter. This approach uses the total energy stored in the system during the rated system power change and estimates averaged system time constant for $N$ number of sources. The mathematical derivation of $\tau_{ave}$ is provided in Appendix B

$$\tau_{ave} = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} \alpha \% \cdot V_{nom} \cdot C_n}{N}$$

In a dynamic system, the estimated $\tau_{ave}$ varies with an addition or removal of converters in the network. This approach is mainly useful for a meshed and highly modular DC distribution system.

2.3. Low-Fault-Current-based Definition

VWDD has low fault current values during various short circuit conditions. However, the low fault current has to be estimated, to systematically define fault current limits for both individual converters and circuit breakers. The ratio of fault current at desired fault isolation time, $\tau$, to the rated cable current ($I_{ca}$), can be easily estimated using network parameters. This ratio is here referred to as $\beta$. Figure 1 is a simple DC distribution grid featuring line impedances and decoupling inductances at the terminals of the converters. The decoupling inductance limits the rise of current and also filters high-frequency signals, either from disturbances or power line communication signals.

For a fault $x$ km away from the converter, the fault current is shown in Eq. (3), with both the converter and cable initial currents at steady state, $I_o$. As the bandwidth of the converters is low, the current from the sources can be assumed to be constant in the first few $\mu$s. The peak current is dependent on the values of $C$ and $L$, where $L$ is the sum of decoupling inductance ($L_D$) and cable inductance ($L_C(x)$). Only the terminal capacitance can be predetermined. With the increase in cable length, the inductance increases and therefore, the minimum capacitance is estimated in order to ensure that the decoupling inductance achieves the maximum allowable fault current. $\beta$, the current ratio, can be estimated using Eq. (3) (Derivation in Appendix C):

$$i(t) = \frac{I_o e^{-\left(\frac{\sqrt{C_s x^2} - L}{x}i\right)}}{\sqrt{C_s R^2 - 4L} \left( e^{\frac{\sqrt{C_s x^2} - L}{2x}} + 1 \right) + \sqrt{C_s}R \left( e^{\frac{\sqrt{C_s x^2} - L}{2x}} - 1 \right)}$$

$$\beta = \frac{i(\tau)}{I_{ca}}$$
This peak current limiting approach is specifically important in ensuring converter isolation during a bolt fault. Therefore, this approach can be extended to be realized for all converters in a network.

### 3. DC DISTRIBUTION GRID ARCHITECTURE: MODELING

The architecture of a DC distribution grid is still an open research field to be investigated. Meshed DC distribution grids are believed to be an optimal solution. For a meshed DC distribution, the basic component is a modular subsystem as shown in Figure 2. These kinds of modular subsystems make the system stability analysis more practical. Depending on the value of system passive components as described in Section 2, the distribution system can be defined as weak or stiff.

In this section, a voltage weak DC distribution architecture is modeled. Each node has a source and a load as shown in Figure 2. The source is modeled as voltage-controlled current sources in parallel with a terminal capacitor. Its terminal voltage, capacitor current, voltage reference, nominal voltage, terminal capacitor, droop gain, initial current of the capacitor, proportional, and integral values of PI voltage controller at the jth node include the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
    i_{jc} &= i_j + c_j \frac{dv_j}{dt} \\
    v_{refj} &= v_j^o - d_j k_j \int (v_{refj} - v_j) \, dt \\
    v_{refj}^o &= v_j^o - d_j k_j
\end{align*}
\]

where \( v_j, i_{jc}, v_j^o, c_j, d_j, i_{jco}, k_{pj}, \) and \( k_{tj} \) are terminal voltage, capacitor current, voltage reference, nominal voltage, terminal capacitor, droop gain, initial current of the capacitor, and proportional-integral values of PI voltage controller at terminal \( j \), respectively.

Linearizing Eq. (4), the small signal equations of the source model in matrix form, both in time and frequency domains are shown in Eq. (5):

\[
\begin{align*}
    \dot{\hat{v}} &= \hat{v} + C \frac{d\hat{v}}{dt} \\
    \dot{\hat{i}} &= K_p(\hat{v}_{ref} - \hat{v}) + K_i \int (\hat{v}_{ref} - \hat{v}) \, dt \\
    \hat{v}_{ref} &= -D \hat{i} \\
    \hat{i}(s) &= \hat{i}(s) + sC\hat{v}(s) \\
    \hat{v}(s) &= K_p(\hat{v}_{ref}(s) - \hat{v}(s)) + K_i \frac{1}{s} (\hat{v}_{ref}(s) - \hat{v}(s)) \\
    \hat{v}_{ref}(s) &= -D \hat{i}(s)
\end{align*}
\]

where \( \hat{v}, \hat{i}, \hat{\hat{i}}, \) and \( \hat{\hat{v}}_{ref} \) are diagonal matrices, \( n \times 1 \), of voltages, currents, capacitor currents, and voltage references, respectively. \( C, K_p, K_i, \) and \( D \) are diagonal matrices \( n \times n \) of terminal capacitances, proportional, and integral values of PI controller, and droop gains, respectively. \( n \) represents the number of nodes.
3.2. Line Modeling

By applying Kirchhoff law for the network represented in Figure 2, the voltage and current equations across the connection point between two nodes, \( j \) and \( k \), are:

\[
\begin{align*}
    v_{jk} &= i_{jk} \frac{dl_{jk}}{dt} + r_{jk}i_{jk} \\ 
    v_{jk} &= v_j - v_k \\ 
    i_j &= i_{Lj} + i_{jk}
\end{align*}
\]  

(6a), (6b), (6c)

where \( v_{jk}, i_{jk}, l_{jk}, \) and \( r_{jk} \) are the branch voltage, current, inductance, and resistance, respectively. \( i_{Lj} \) is the load current at terminal \( j \).

Linearizing Eq. (6), the small signal equations of the line model in matrix form for the whole system, for both time and frequency domains are shown in Eq. (7):

\[
\begin{align*}
    \dot{\mathbf{v}}_B &= \mathbf{L} \frac{d\hat{\mathbf{L}}_B}{dt} + \mathbf{R}\hat{\mathbf{L}}_B \\
    \dot{\mathbf{v}}_B &= \mathbf{M}\hat{\mathbf{v}} \\
    \hat{\mathbf{i}} &= \hat{\mathbf{i}}_L + \mathbf{M}^T\hat{\mathbf{L}}_B \\
    \hat{\mathbf{v}}_B(s) &= s\mathbf{L}\hat{\mathbf{i}}_B(s) + \mathbf{R}\hat{\mathbf{L}}_B(s) \\
    \hat{\mathbf{v}}_B(s) &= \mathbf{M}\hat{\mathbf{v}}(s) \\
    \hat{\mathbf{i}}(s) &= \hat{\mathbf{i}}_L + \mathbf{M}^T\hat{\mathbf{L}}_B(s)
\end{align*}
\]

(7a), (7b), (7c), (7d), (7e), (7f)

where \( \mathbf{v}_B, \hat{\mathbf{i}}, \) and \( \hat{\mathbf{i}}_L \) are column vectors of branch voltages, branch currents, and load currents, respectively. \( \mathbf{L} \) and \( \mathbf{R} \) are the diagonal matrices of cable inductance and resistance, respectively. \( \mathbf{M} \) is an \( n \times m \) matrix of 1, 0, or \(-1\) that represents any connection among different nodes and current directions, where \( n \) is the number of nodes and \( m \) is the number of interconnecting cables.

3.3. Load Modeling

The loads are modeled either as ideal constant power loads (CPL) [8] or resistive loads. Linearized small signal model of CPL is expressed as current sink \( (u_j) \) in parallel with a negative incremental conductance \( (g_j) \). This model is shown in Eq. (8b) [19]. The resistance is modeled as shown in Eq. (8c):

\[
\begin{align*}
    i_{Lj} &= -g_jv_j + u_j
\end{align*}
\]  

(8a)

Constant power load:

\[
\begin{align*}
    g_{pj} = \frac{p_j}{v_j} \quad u_{jp} = 2\frac{p_j}{v_j}
\end{align*}
\]  

(8b)

Resistive load:

\[
\begin{align*}
    g_{jr} = -\frac{1}{R_j} \quad u_{jr} = 0
\end{align*}
\]  

(8c)

where \( p_j \) is the load power at the \( j \)th node, \( v_j \) is the operating voltage at the \( j \)th node, and \( R_j \) is the load resistance at the \( j \)th node.

The conductance, \( g_j \), is the sum of \( G_{pj} \) and \( G_{jr} \) as described in Eq. (9), where \( M_{CPL} \) and \( M_R \) are diagonal matrices of \( n \times n \) with values of 1 and 0 to show whether there is a constant power load or a resistive load at each node, respectively.

\[
G_j = G_{pj}M_{CPL} + G_{jr}M_R
\]

(9)

The linearized small signal of the loads in a matrix form in time and frequency domain is

\[
\begin{align*}
    \dot{\mathbf{i}}_L &= -\mathbf{G}\hat{\mathbf{v}} + \hat{\mathbf{u}} \\
    \mathbf{i}_L(t) &= -\mathbf{G}\hat{\mathbf{v}}(s) + \hat{\mathbf{u}}(s)
\end{align*}
\]

(10a), (10b)

where \( \mathbf{i}_L \) and \( \hat{\mathbf{u}} \) are a column matrix of load current and current sink, respectively. \( \mathbf{G} \) is the diagonal matrix of load conductances.

4. Case Study: Small Signal Analysis: Three Node Grid

In the small signal analysis of the system, the input is the change in the constant current of the CPL or a small change in resistive load \( (\hat{\mathbf{u}}) \). The output is the terminal voltage of the sources that is voltage across the capacitors \( (\hat{\mathbf{v}}) \). Using the linearized and Laplace transformed small signal equations from (5) to (10), the Multiple-Input Multiple Output (MIMO) transfer function is presented in Eq. (11):

\[
\frac{\mathbf{\hat{v}}(s)}{\mathbf{\hat{u}}(s)} = (\mathbf{C}\mathbf{L}^2 + \mathbf{K}_p\mathbf{L} + \mathbf{K}_i + ((\mathbf{K}_p\mathbf{D} + \mathbf{I})\mathbf{x} + \mathbf{K}_d))^{-1}(\mathbf{L}^{-1}((\mathbf{K}_p\mathbf{D} + \mathbf{I})\mathbf{x} - \mathbf{K}_d)
\]

(11)

The main objective of this paper is primarily to demonstrate the effect of passive components, droop coefficients, and PI values on the system stability. For this, the MIMO is simplified into a Single Input Multiple Output (SIMO) equation. Only one load, at node \( x \), changes at a given time, \( t \), and the analysis is implemented using the following condition:

\[
\hat{\mathbf{u}}(t) = \begin{cases} 
\hat{\mathbf{u}}(t), & \text{if } j = x \\
0, & \text{if } j \neq x 
\end{cases}
\]

(12)

For the three node system shown in Figure 4, a change in node 1 is considered. The voltage stability is analyzed by observing the dominant pole movements of corresponding transfer functions. In the analysis, the values in Table 2 are used unless otherwise mentioned.
4.1. Effect of Capacitance

The effect of capacitance on the system stability is examined by the location of dominant poles of the transfer function by assuming a change in node one. Figure 5 presents the movement of the dominant poles when the terminal capacitances at each node are varied from 1 µF to 10 mF for three different values of cable inductances in all branches. The cable inductance varies depending on the line length and is increased to analyze the stability. Increasing both the terminal capacitance and line inductances lowers the oscillation frequency. This can be easily controlled by the voltage controller or an additional current controller. However, with small capacitance, the oscillations become high in frequency, which leads to need of a higher bandwidth current or voltage controller. Additionally, an external high bandwidth low power converter can be used to control the high-frequency oscillations, which is not the subject of this paper.

4.2. Effect of Droop

Increasing droop coefficients from 0.01 Ω to 10 Ω shifts the poles from a higher oscillation level (imaginary axis) to a lower region, as shown in Figure 6. When the capacitance is 1000 µF, the poles are at a less oscillatory region, as shown in Figure 6(b), compared to a 10 µF shown in Figure 6(a). For droop coefficients greater than 0.5 Ω, the poles move to the right half plane, which represents the unstable region. This limits the system droop values that can be used for a specified system.

4.3. Effect of Controller Proportional Value

By varying the proportional value of the voltage controller and terminal capacitors of the sources, the placement of dominant poles of the voltage transfer function for a change in load at node one is depicted in Figure 7. Decreasing the proportional values moves the poles to a more oscillatory region and also increases the voltage overshoot at node one. Increasing the capacitance value of the terminal capacitors leads to a further increase of the system stability, as can be inferred in Figure 7(b). Therefore, the decrease in system capacitance

![FIGURE 4. Three node voltage weak DC distribution system.](image)

![FIGURE 5. Dominant poles for node one for \( \frac{u(s)}{u_i(s)} \). Three values of inductance, 10 µH, 100 µH, and 1 mH are used as the capacitance varies from 1 µF to 1 mF.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( K_P )</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_I )</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>0.01–0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>1 µF to 10 mF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>14 µH to 10 mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>1 mΩ to 0.2 Ω</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| M         | \[
| P         | 10 kW |
| RL        | 12.25 Ω |
| V         | +350 VDC |

![Table 2. Value of system and component parameters used in the analysis.](image)
4.4. Effect of Controller Integral Value

Keeping the line inductances, resistances, and droop values constant, the value of integral in the voltage controller is varied to see its effect on the system stability for different values of the terminal capacitances of the converters. At low value of converter terminal capacitance, increasing the integral values increases the system oscillation. In the case of higher values of system capacitance, the oscillating dominant poles move to less oscillatory regions. However, the non-oscillating dominant poles move to the left, which decreases damping time as shown in Figures 8(a) and 8(b).

4.5. Effect of Line Resistance and Inductance

The effect of the line resistances and inductances is shown in Figure 9. Increasing the line inductances and resistances proportionally moves the non-oscillatory dominant poles to the left. Moreover, the oscillatory and overshooting dominant poles move to a lesser oscillatory values. By increasing the capacitance for the same value of line inductance and the increase in the proportional value lead to the system instability in the event of system disturbance as shown in Figures 7(a) and 7(b).
FIGURE 8. Placement of dominant poles as integral value varies from 50 to 1000. Droop value is set to 0.01 Ω and line resistance to 10 mΩ. (a) Terminal capacitance, 10 µF and inductance, 100 µH. (b) Terminal capacitance, 1 mF and inductance, 100 µH.

and resistance, the level of oscillation decreases, as shown in Figures 9(a) and 9(b).

5. THREE NODE VOLTAGE WEAK DC DISTRIBUTION GRID: SIMULATION

A voltage weak DC distribution grid with three sources and loads is simulated in MATLAB/Simulink to demonstrate the effect of system capacitance on system stability. The sources are modeled as a voltage controlled current sources as approximated in [24]. The current controllers of the sources are approximated with first-order filters. The voltage controllers are PI regulator. The voltage reference of each source is set by droop control where the reference is calculated by subtracting the product of measured current and the droop coefficient from the nominal voltage.

The loads are modeled as ideal constant power loads. Developing a very fast controller that addresses the voltage weak system is a more advantageous solution but currently impractical. In this paper, the DC grid voltage is controlled indirectly by limiting the rate of change of loads during black-start conditions. By implementing different rates of change for the loads, the stability of this three-node DC low capacitance distribution grid is examined.

From Figures 6–9, for the three node case study, it is demonstrated that a small step load change in a voltage weak grid could lead to an oscillation or overshoot or voltage dip depending on the system parameters. In a working
distribution grid, the disturbances are mainly characterized by load changes, most often, turning on and off. In these instances, if the rate of change of loads is faster than the rate of change of source, the system voltage collapses. Moreover, loads are designed with no standard rate of change during these conditions.

Some loads may have a relatively faster switching time than others. Therefore, in a voltage weak DC distribution grid, a slower rate is recommended to avoid a low voltage dip in the system if not voltage collapse. With the values of system parameters depicted in Table 3 and a DC distribution grid shown in Figure 4, the system voltage dynamics is observed for different rates of change of loads.

For a voltage weak DC distribution grid, a slow load change allows the system sources to react before the system fails. In the case of the simulated system, decreasing the rate of change of loads decreases the voltage dips when loads are added, and voltage rises in cases when the loads are disconnected. Figure 10 features voltage dips and rises at node one when the three loads are turning on/off at different intervals. By decreasing the rate of change of loads from 2500 kW/ms to 0.25 kW/ms, the voltage dip or rise substantially decreases. This rate of change of loads can be implemented in most loads with relative ease.

With some knowledge of the system capacitance and parameters of the sources in the system, the rate of change of loads can be standardized. For instance, one easy approach is to simply specify that every load comes with some fixed capacitance in relation to its power size. This approach leads to using the converter-based definition described in Section 2. Therefore, the capacitance value determines the rate of change of the load during turning on/off conditions.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A voltage weak DC microgrid demonstration is built as shown in Figure 11(a), with a 350 VDC bus and a configuration shown in Figure 11(b). The three converters are bidirectional

![FIGURE 10. Effect of rate of change of loads on terminal voltages of a voltage weak DC distribution system. Load changes are applied to each node at different time intervals. (a) Voltage behavior of the first node. (b) Voltage behavior of the second node. (c) Voltage behavior of the third node.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K_p$</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_i$</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C$</td>
<td>1 µF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>1 µH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R$</td>
<td>1 mΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>5 kW each load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>+350 VDC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 3.** Parameter values of the simulated system.
AC/DC converters. These converters consist of two stages of conversion process, which is a combination of a voltage source AC/DC converter and a full bridge DC/DC converter. The maximum current of the converters is 5 A. The two source converters (Con1 and Con2) are set to a droop coefficient of 6 and the third (Con3) is programmed to behave as a constant power load. The voltage and current PI controller values of the sources are $K_{v,p} = 1$, $K_{v,i} = 130$, $K_{i,p} = 2.5$, and $K_{ii} = 13$, respectively. The DC side capacitor value of the converters is 3 µF. The load converter is programmed as constant power load with programmable rate of power change. The maximum rate of change of the constant power load is 5000 W s$^{-1}$.

For the first experiment, a 70 Ω resistive load is connected via a mechanical switch. Due to the small system capacitance and slow reaction of the source converters, a voltage dip occurs as shown in Figure 12(a) when the switch is turned on. The measured current waveforms of Con1 and Con2 are shown in Figures 12(b) and 12(c), respectively. However, there is no oscillation as the resistive load dumps it.

**FIGURE 11.** (a) Voltage weak DC microgrid experimental setup. (b) Laboratory setup system configuration.

**FIGURE 12.** Effect of resistive load connection via a mechanical switch on the system dynamics. (a) System bus voltage. (b) Measured output current of Con1. (c) Measured output current of Con2.
In the second experiment, one of the converters is used as a constant power load, 1000 W, with rate of change of power 1000 W s$^{-1}$, while the other two converters are used as sources. The constant power load is switched on while a resistive load of 250 $\Omega$ is already connected to the bus. By making the load change slowly, the system voltage experiences small voltage dip. The bus voltage, load current, and source currents are shown in Figure 13. With a small system capacitance, the system dynamics can be altered by controlling the load's rate of change of power.

7. CONCLUSION

DC microgrids are currently being under the focus of intense research as a potential alternative to the ubiquitous AC grid. The research is mainly concentrated on small-scale application-based microgrids. Moreover, simulations and mathematical analysis also focus on small-scale applications.

In terms of system behavior, the small-scale applications imitate the current bulk AC grid. This is due to the fact that AC grid has large stored inertia. However, large system inertia in DC grid creates the main concern for system control, protection, and grounding. Designing DC grids to exhibit relatively high inertia leads to a requirement of large system capacitance, the alternative being to build higher rated system converters with fast controllers.

Large system capacitance leads to protection complexities. However, DC grid with less inertia exhibits low fault current. This helps in using low short-circuit current protection strategies and devices at the cost of control complexities. This paper introduces voltage weak DC distribution grid, which has low system inertia.

This paper proposes a voltage weak DC distribution as an alternative for a voltage stiff DC grid. Three ways of defining voltage weak DC distribution grid are provided. These definitions are based on system time constant, converter time constant, and low fault current based. The definitions provide a systematic approach in estimating the system inertia and developing a preliminary stability analysis of the DC distribution system.

Small signal modeling and analysis of voltage weak DC distribution system is provided. Effects of passive components such as terminal capacitor and cable inductance on system stability are investigated. Moreover, voltage control PI values and droop coefficients on system stability are addressed by observing the movement of dominant pole placement. The developed modeling and analysis approach can be used to assess sufficient conditions of stability of DC distribution grid given the parameters of the converters and interconnecting cables.
This paper also proposes a different approach to decrease the voltage dips and rises due to low system capacitance. The loads in the system are controllable and implement a variable rate of change of turning on/off to avoid system collapse. This, in general, constitutes a system smart. Simulations in MATLAB/Simulink are provided to demonstrate the effect of large signal changes, such as switching on/off of loads.

An experimental setup is also built to provide insight into the effect of system capacitance and rate of change of loads and how limiting the rate of change of loads provides system stability.
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APPENDIX A

Converter-Based Time Constant

\(V_{\text{Nom}}, V_{\text{min}}, C,\) and \(P_{\text{rated}}\) are the nominal voltage of system, the minimum voltage of the system, capacitance, and the rated power of the converter, respectively. The voltage ratio and the stored energy at the nominal and minimum voltages are shown below:

\[
\alpha = \frac{V_{\text{min}}}{V_{\text{Nom}}}
\]

\[
E_{\text{Nom}} = C \frac{V_{\text{Nom}}^2}{2}
\]

\[
E_{\text{min}} = C \frac{V_{\text{min}}^2}{2}
\]  

(A1)

For a constant power, \(P_{\text{rated}}\), drawn from the capacitor, \(\tau\) is estimated using the following equation:

\[
E_{\text{Nom}} - E_{\text{min}} = \int_0^\tau P_{\text{rated}} dt
\]

\[
CV_{\text{Nom}}^2 - CV_{\text{min}}^2 = \int_0^\tau P_{\text{rated}} dt
\]  

(A2)

Replacing \(V_{\text{min}}\) by \(\alpha V_{\text{Nom}}\) in Eq. (A2) and integrating the constant power over \(\tau\), \(\tau\) is given as follows:

\[
\tau = \frac{(1 - \alpha^2)CV_{\text{Nom}}^2}{2P_{\text{rated}}}
\]  

(A3)

APPENDIX B

System-Based Time Constant

For a modular DC system where \(N\) represents the number of converters that are in the system, the time constant of a single converter is given by the following equation as derived in Appendix A where \(C_n\) and \(P_{\text{rated},n}\) are terminal capacitance and rated power of the \(n\)th converter, respectively and \(\alpha\) is the ratio of nominal to minimum voltage

\[
\tau_n = \frac{(1 - \alpha^2)C_nV_{\text{Nom}}^2}{2P_{\text{rated},n}}
\]  

(B1)

The average time constant, \(\tau_{\text{ave}}\), of the entire system is the sum of individual converter divided by the number of converters as shown below:

\[
\tau_{\text{ave}} = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N} \frac{(1 - \alpha^2)C_nV_{\text{Nom}}^2}{2P_{\text{rated},n}}}{N}
\]  

(B2)

APPENDIX C

Prospective Short Circuit Current Derivation

The fault current equations in a basic DC grid shown in Figure 1 are presented in Eq. (C1) where \(i(t)\), \(i(t)_{\text{con}}\), and \(i(t)_{\text{c}}\) are the fault current in the cable, the fault current from the converter, and the fault current from the terminal capacitor \((C_s)\), respectively

\[
i(t) = i(t)_{\text{con}} + i(t)_{\text{c}}
\]

\[
i(t)_{\text{c}} = C_s \frac{dV_c}{dt}
\]  

(C1)

And the voltage equations are shown in Eq. (C2) where \(v(t)\), \(L\), and \(R_c\) are the terminal voltage of the source, sum of the decoupling inductance and cable inductance, and the cable resistances, respectively

\[
v(t) = L \frac{di(t)}{dt} + R_c i(t)
\]

\[
C_s \frac{dv(t)}{dt} = C_s L \frac{d^2(t)}{dt^2} + C_s R_c \frac{di(t)}{dt}
\]  

(C2)

In the first few \(\mu\) , the main fault current contribution is from the capacitor. Therefore, the converter current, \(i(t)_{\text{con}}\), is set the initial value, \(I_o\). Replacing \(v(t)\), in Eq. (C2) by the current equation from Eq. (C1), the differential equation for the fault current is

\[
C_s L \frac{d^2(t)}{dt^2} + C_s R_c \frac{di(t)}{dt} - i(t) = -I_o
\]  

(C3)

Solving Eq. (C3), the fault current, \(i(t)\), is

\[
i(t) = \frac{I_o e^{-\left(\frac{\sqrt{C_sR_c^2 - 4L}}{2L}\right)} \left( e^{\frac{\sqrt{C_sR_c^2 - 4L}}{2L}} + 1 \right) + \sqrt{C_sR_c} \left( e^{\frac{-\sqrt{C_sR_c^2 - 4L}}{2L}} - 1 \right)}{2\sqrt{C_sR_c^2 - 4L}}
\]  

(C4)
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